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DEEP in our past, the great minds at YSI had a revolutionary idea. In fact, they had many. One of those included the measurement of dissolved oxygen in liquids. The first commercial DO meter by YSI revolutionized the way we measured DO. It seems everyone took notice of our deep knowledge. Our deep experience. Even our deep commitment to customer service and ecological sustainability. In the years since, we’ve kept working on one revolutionary idea after another.

The ProDSS (digital sampling system) is revolutionizing handheld, water quality sampling and profiling instrumentation. The refined ProDSS simplifies field work and solves many issues you told us you needed help with. The digital, smart sensors measure optical DO, conductivity/ temp, pH, ORP, turbidity, and ISEs. The ProDSS also includes a graphic color display, rechargeable batteries, USB, large file structure, depth and GPS options and way more than we can fit in this ad. We’re sure you’ll want to join the revolution after seeing how customer-centric technology can help you make a deep, powerful IMPACT.

ysi.com/ProDSS
info@ysi.com
800 765 4974 (US)
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